
5 reasons why you need 
to start using MyQ today!
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MYQ IS EASY  
TO INSTALL  
AND CONFIGURE

SYSTEM 
MANAGEMENT

Remote installation – If your company has 
multiple sites and many MFPs to set up, rest easy 
that MyQ can perform that remotely. Device 
settings can be configured from the comfort of the 
Admin‘s desk and deployed across all sites.

Automated printer discovery – The Admin only 
needs to provide the IP address range, create the 
SNMP profile and enter a path to the drivers. Three 
clicks and they can watch the entire print fleet 
being added in minutes and made ready for users.

User import – There is a high likelihood that 
Admins will need to set up users and groups 
according to the company‘s print policies. This 
allows the organization to set accounting rules per 
department and also access rights for users. Using 
the MyQ Integrated LDAP browser, the necessary 
attributes need to be dragged & dropped in the 
user properties window, and then all is done. 

Admin dashboard – System administrators need 
an immediate and easy-to-understand view of what 
is happening with their MyQ installation, from the 
print fleet status to user behaviour and more. The 
administrator can set up and configure gadgets on 
the dashboard which show them exactly the info 
they need to see.

Device monitoring – Thanks to the feature of 
monitoring network devices, MyQ supplies regular 
updates on device status (e.g. malfunctions 
requiring attention), as well as information about 
the current level of consumables. In addition, there 
are 33 languages to display the Admin Web UI in. 

Personalized Embedded Terminal – The MFPs‘ 
control panel can be customized as well, which goes 
a long way towards saving time and money thanks 
to ease of use. Functions displayed on the screen 
can be adjusted for a specified group of users, e.g. 
departments, as well as for a single user or machine. 
The login screen can be customized to display the 
company‘s logo.
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AS THE OLD SAYING 

GOES, “TIME IS MONEY AND 
MONEY IS TIME”. SAVE TIME AND 
FOCUS ON WHAT YOU DO BEST! 

 You’ll be able to see the benefits 
of MyQ not in days or weeks, 

but in hours! 

Here’s how:
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ACCOUNTING  
AND REPORTING 

FLEXIBILITY 
WITH MOBILE PRINT

AVAILABILITY 
AND RESILIENCY

Reporting and cost management – Admins have a 
detailed record of each document printed, scanned 
and copied by users or devices – also recognizing 
individual projects within the company, which can 
be organized in a tree structure up to 5 levels deep. 
Reports can be created using predefined templates, 
or manually, with a high degree of customization.

Setting user policies – Thanks to the possibility to 
generate accurate, highly detailed and automated 
reports, expenses per cost centre are transparent 
and can help the management make informed 
decisions regarding printing policies, like forcing 
black-and-white print or duplex print on documents 
over a certain number of pages. 

MyQ Mobile Application – Users with the MyQ 
mobile app installed (iOS or Android) can unlock 
any printer by scanning a physcial QR code off the 
device and authenticating themselves with the 
server using their login. After that, they are free 
to safely print jobs that are already waiting in their 
queue. 

Job management – Once the user is logged in, they 
can modify the held job‘s settings before release, 
i.e. choose between simplex or duplex, as well as 
printing in B&W or colour. The user can also re-print 
a job printed earlier and of course „favourite“ a job 
to print at a later date. 

BYOD Printing – In addition to printing with the 
MyQ Mobile App, MyQ also supports AirPrint (iOS), 
Mopria (Android) and e-mail print, where sending 
a print job as an e-mail generates a PIN code sent 
back to allow the user to retrieve their print file –  
a great solution for Guest Printing. 

The most important thing that any Managed 
Print solution needs to provide is access to 
services. It simply must work all the time with 
no distinguishable change from the end-user 
perspective. In product management, we call this 
the fundamental promise. At MyQ, we take this 
promise very seriously and have built several layers 
of functionality to deliver on that promise.

Client spooling – In this instance, jobs are sent to 
an application on the users‘ PC instead of the device 
or the server. With this approach, the amount 
of data transferred and bandwidth consumed is 
greatly reduced. Only job metadata is sent to the 
print server for accounting purposes. This is a useful 
feature for organizations with many branch offices, 
including remote locations where bandwidth may 
be an issue.

Failover print – By using MyQ Smart Print Services, 
it is possible to monitor the connection to the MyQ 
server, so in the event that this connection fails, the 
user can select from multiple predefined failover 
print options to bypass the server‘s disconnection 
– either by using a pre-selected fallback printer, 
choosing from a list of 5 last used devices, or 
entering a printer‘s IP address.

Embedded lite – Devices which do not support the 
installation of the MyQ Embedded Terminal can still 
be set up to enable secure print job release through 
authentication.

Device spooling and offline login  – Customers 
can use this feature to be able to send print 
jobs directly to the MFD when the print server 
is unavailable. Ports can be configured based on 
the type of print queue the customer needs, i.e. 
direct, pull print, or delegated printing. The device 
stores the print job, user credentials, and statistics 
(metadata) related to the user/job. Once the print 
server is available again, metadata is sent to the 
server so that proper job accounting can be done.
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Loved by users  
and admins 
worldwide

• MyQ supports over 4000 devices from 26 vendors
• MyQ is popular in more than 90 countries 
• MyQ serves over 1 milion devices worldwide
• MyQ speaks over  

30 languages


